July 28, 2020

The Honorable Mark Esper
Secretary
U.S. Department of Defense
1000 Defense Pentagon
Washington, DC 20301
The Honorable William Barr
Attorney General
Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530
The Honorable David Bernhardt
Secretary
U.S. Department of the Interior
1849 C St. NW
Washington, DC 202040
The Honorable Chad Wolf
Acting Secretary
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Nebraska Avenue Center, NW
Washington, DC 20528

Dear Attorney General Barr, Secretary Esper, Secretary Bernhardt, and Acting Secretary Wolf:
I write regarding President Trump’s use of paramilitary domestic federal law enforcement agents
against protesters and civilian bystanders in Portland, Oregon, and his imminent threats to deploy
tens of thousands of these personnel in Seattle, Chicago, and other U.S. cities.1 President Trump
has used these forces – who are improperly trained, unsuited for their operation, and have
engaged in legally questionable tactics and arrests – in American cities despite clear opposition
from governors, mayors, and citizens who are exercising their First Amendment rights in the
communities in which these federal personnel have been deployed.
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You are each responsible for the command of military or civilian troops and domestic law
enforcement personnel in your agencies. I urge you not to allow these personnel under your
command or supervision to be used in any future domestic actions against people exercising their
right to protest.
Reportedly code-named “Operation Diligent Valor,”2 these secretive deployments comprise law
enforcement and personnel from agencies including U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP)
and the U.S. Marshals Service with disparate missions and who, especially in the case of CBP
personnel, “were not specifically trained in riot control or mass demonstrations.”3 The
involvement of CBP agents is particularly concerning given that agency’s documented history of
enforcement abuses in border communities.4 These forces have reportedly failed to clearly
display law enforcement identification and in some cases wore camouflage uniforms suggestive
of a military deployment. Reports indicate that federal law enforcement “ventur[ed] blocks from
the buildings they were sent to protect” and “range[d] deep into the streets of a city whose
leadership has made it clear they are not welcome.”5 Untrained forces reportedly “flooded street
corridors with tear gas and shot projectiles” in an “extraordinary campaign to subdue
protesters,”6 and unidentified federal agents were spotted “driving around the area in unmarked
minivans grabbing individuals off the street” without explanation or probable cause.7 The
operation has reportedly targeted not only civilians expressing their free speech rights but also
journalists covering the ongoing protests, including a freelance photojournalist shot using lesslethal rounds, despite the fact that he was clearly identified as a member of the media.8
These attacks – in which the President appears to be using Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) forces as his “goon squad,”9 in the words of a former acting director of U.S. Immigration
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and Customs Enforcement – come approximately 100 days before the election.10 They also come
as President Trump’s “re-election campaign is spending millions of dollars on several ominous
television ads that promote fear.”11 The deployment of federal paramilitary forces against
civilians is a historic embarrassment for our nation, and harms the United States’ standing in the
world. It has also contributed to the valid concern that President Trump – with the complicity of
agency heads that agree to send these personnel – is turning your departments’ personnel into
tools of authoritarianism.12
The partisan use of paramilitary domestic federal law enforcement forces to give the President
the misguided opportunity to “appear as a field general”13 from almost 3,000 miles away – a
chance he reportedly seized because he was “sinking in the polls”14 – raises alarms about the
President’s respect for law and precedent, and whether he will take additional, more dangerous
and outrageous actions to pit federal forces against their own people in the months and days
leading up to and after the 2020 presidential election.
The potential for President Trump to activate domestic forces as his “personal militia” (as former
Secretary of Homeland Security Tom Ridge put it15) is even more disturbing given his ongoing
refusal “to reassure the country that he would abide by the voters’ will” and peacefully leave
office if he is voted out – resulting in “an unprecedented test of American democracy.”16 I
therefore write to seek your assurances that you will not allow the military or civilian forces
under your control to be used by the President to suppress dissent and democracy.
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I also ask that you provide answers to the following questions:
1. Has the President sought to activate military or federal law enforcement forces under
your control in Portland or other American cities in response to protests or other activity
by protestors, or asked out-of-state governors to send their National Guard military
personnel into those places?
a. If so, please describe each request, and your response to the request.
b. If your personnel are currently deployed in American cities:
i. Please provide information on which personnel, how many officers or
agents, in what cities, and length of deployment.
ii. With what weapons and support are these personnel equipped?
iii. Who is in command of these personnel? Please provide details, including
names and titles, of officials within your agency who are charged with
making decisions regarding the size, length, and nature of the deployment.
iv. Under what rules of engagement are these personnel operating?
v. What training, if any, have the engaged personnel received to prepare
them for domestic operations of this nature? Please document all trainings
and produce copies of any written guidance that has been provided to
personnel being deployed.
vi. Have these personnel arrested or detained protestors, and if so, how many
and under what protocol? Where and for what duration have these
protestors been detained?
vii. What information, if any, are the personnel under your supervision
collecting about individuals engaged in protests?
viii. What is the approximate cost of deploying these personnel, and from
which accounts have the funds been allocated? Have funds been
reallocated for this purpose?
ix. How many complaints have been lodged with your respective agencies
regarding their deployments to cities, and how have you resolved or
responded to these?
c. For each agency or unit under your supervision, please identify the specific
statutory and regulatory legal authorities that authorize that agency or unit to:
i. Engage in crowd control or respond to civil disturbances;
ii. Make arrests or detentions;
iii. Use force;
iv. Enforce federal laws, and please identify which federal laws such agency
is authorized to enforce;
v. Conduct searches or seizures;
vi. Use tear gas, pepper balls, pepper spray, or other chemical irritants, and
please describe under what circumstances they may be used;
vii. Use electronic surveillance or cell simulator technologies,17 and please
describe under what circumstances they may be used; and
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viii. Patrol areas that are not federally-owned property.
d. If there are opinions from the Department of Justice Office of Legal Counsel on
any of the above topics, please provide them.
2. Will you commit to refuse to deploy the military or federal law enforcement forces under
your control domestically against peaceful protesters or otherwise against Americans in
advance of the November elections, and refuse to deploy in a manner intended to
intimidate voters on November 3?
3. In the event President Trump loses the election and will not peacefully leave office, will
you refuse to deploy the military or federal law enforcement forces under your control in
support of his defiance of the voters’ will?
This is an urgent matter for American democracy and for the safety of Americans peacefully
protesting in their communities, and I therefore ask that you provide me with written
commitments no later than August 3.

Sincerely,

______________________________
Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator
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